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A SCHEMATA MODEL OF REAL-TIME
INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION

One can state, without loss of generality, that it is important

to be able to evaluate the worth of any effort. Computer performance

analysis is no exception and deserves consideration. This thesis is

concerned with the development of a suitable model to evaluate and

analyze real-time computer system performance.

The model, a Real-Time Schemata, is a structured hierarchical

graph model designed to identify and analyze information production,

flow and loss in the implementation of a real-time process in a dig-

ital computer. The motivation for the development of the model was

provided by the inapplicability of traditional computer system models

to real-time process behavior and the increasing use of limited capa-

city, low cost, dedicated micro and mini computers in real-time, on-

line, process control or data acquisition applications. A real-time

environment imposes a number of processing problems not normally

encountered in a typical computer installation. These problems are

related to the behavior of a sequential process subject to external

interference in a time constrained domain.

Real-time data processing has many connotations. However for

the purpose of this thesis real-time processing is concerned with

the acquisition and sensing of externally generated not readily

reproducible data within a time constaint and can exercise a time

critical control action producing a physical result.
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There are some keywords in the preceding definition that deserve

some attention. In a real-time system data is acquired from an external

source. This may be a transducer or some other device connected by an

interface that converts real world data into a form acceptable to a

digital machine. The data may not be reproducible, i.e. real-time data

is not generally buffered, rather, it has to be utilized before a new

input is generated, otherwise it will be lost. Calculations on that

data may be time critical, i.e. in order to prevent loss of information,

the calculation must occur in time to process the next input. The com-

munication path between the real-time system and the external sources

can be bi-directional. The system may send control or data information

to a transducer that will cause a physical action, (e.g., positioning a

saw blade in a mill) or the external source may send data to the pro-

cessor.

The information with which a real-time process deals differs from

the strictly quantitative definition of information an information

theorist might use. Information in a real-time process is processed,

not merely transmitted. It has, as a result, aspects of both quantity

and quality where information quality is a measure proposed as a

function of the ability of the process to attain its objective in the

processing time available.

A digital computer system is an information processing device

with finite memory and limited computational capability which is sub-

ject to error from its environment (noise), hardware and software

failures (reliability) and it memory bandwidth (quantization). The

development of larger, higher speed and more reliable computers has
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generally preceded the application areas. A large scale computer in

a total system has not usually been the weak link, but rather has been

sufficiently fast and reliable so that its effect on system performance

has been overlooked.

Looking at a real-time system from a design viewpoint, several

important parameters can be identified.

Information. What is information with regard to basic mathematical

processes being implemented? How can information be viewed within the

constraints of the physical system? How can information be measured,

quantitatively and qualitatively?

Information capacity, flow and/or generation. Is information gener-

ated, processed or merely compressed by the processes? Under what condi-

tions does information flow occur? What factors affect the processing/

generation or flow? Is capacity or levels of capacity identifiable?

The rate of information processing/production/flow. What is the

relationship between the information being processed, generated or

flowing and time? How is processing/generation/flow dependent on input/

output rates, processor overhead?

Computational capacity. At what threshold rate can the system he

driven before the digital component ceases to process or generate any

information, or to allow information flow?

Computation with a fidelity criteria. At what system rate does

the process generated information meet a specified qualitative criterion?

Bandwidth. Within what range is the computational component capable

of processing or generating maximum information or allowing maximum infor-

mation flow?
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These idiosyncrasies common only to real-time applications which

cannot be handled by traditional means are the deficiencies which the

Real-Time Schemata was designed to study. Subsequent chapters will show

that these problems can be analyzed in a structured manner yielding pro-

cedures to generate software independent modules that identify internal

as well as external process dependent behavior, and a basis to analyze

information production, loss and flow which will be the performance

criterion of the real-time system under consideration.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Information and Graph Theoretic Contributions

Since a digital computer is an information processing device, it

would seem natural that information theory in the Shannon sense could

be adapted to model such devices. Rink [R2, R3] in a study of the

effect of limited information capacity in digitally controlled linear

systems suggested that the feedback loop might be modeled as an ideal

controller and cascaded with a communication channel. Adrion, Rink

and Sachs [Al] looked at some simple notions of "channel" capacity and

rate as applied to similar systems with non-ideal controllers. Other

studies examined the effect of finite wordlength in digital feedback

control [R4].

The difficulties in handling the analysis of the digital component

demonstrated in the work cited above, leads to the conclusion that a

comprehensive theoretical framework for the study of digital processing

devices is needed. This is particularly true in light of the increasing

cost effectiveness of modern LSI digital components for use in real-time,

on-line control.

Although much research has been done in applying such diverse dis-

ciplines as queueing theory, graph theory, simulation, automata theory

and algorithmic theory to the analysis of digital computers, not much

effort has been made to apply information theory. Large scale computer

systems arc extremely complex and do not lend themselves to simple

modeling techniques except at a very gross level. However, the systems

considered here, while generally complex, are constructed from simple



low cost, limited capacity, dedicated hardware components.

Shannon and Moore in their investigation of the reliability of

logic circuits with unreliable components [M9] suggest indirectly that

the concept of channel capacity might be applied to logic circuits.

Elias [El] attempted to do this for noisy ANDer circuits with the inter-

esting result in his formulation that the computation rate for arbi-

trarily high reliability was zero.

The largest effort at applying information theory to unreliable

logic nets was performed by Winograd and Cowen [W2]. Their work, a

follow on from that of Von Neumann [V1], Moore and Shannon, and others,

concentrates on finding a design technique for reliable networks of un-

reliable computational components. They showed that certain logic

structures could be decomposed into a reliable computation element

cascaded with a *noisy channel. Given an ensemble of input messages X,

computational element output ensemble Y and channel output ensemble Z,

the following expression for mutual information can be derived

I(X;Z) = H(X) - H(X/Y) H(Y/Z) (1)

The H(X) term in equation (1) represents the input information

(entropy), H(Y/Z) the uncertainty due to noise in the channel and

H(XiY) the "loss" due to computation. Computational capacity was

defined as

C = max I(X;Z) (2)
X

Note that with a completely reliable logic (H(Y/Z)=0) the mutual
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information and hence capacity is limited by the computation loss

(H(XIY)>0). Maximum capacity occurs for logic nets with no computation.

H(XIY) is a measure of the inability to reconstruct the input to the

computational element from knowledge of the output and not the quality

of the output. This is to be expected since Shannon's entropy H(X) is

a quantitative measure on information.

Winograd and Cowen's work was useful in the design of reliable

networks, but for analysis of the limiting effects of computational

capacity in real-time systems, a more qualitative approach is required.

A second problem with Winograd and Cowen's work is that they deal

primarily with memorylcss logic networks. If the effect of algorithm

choice is considered, then the measure must account for state behavior

and provide analysis of nets with memory.

Recently, Heileman [H2] proposed an information work measure w(f)

on a process f over input ensemble X and output ensemble Y, f:X-+Y. The

measure for a single step table lookup implementation of f was defined

on the partition classes of inverse images under f.

Xi = {xExlf(x) = y.}

k

w(f) = E X.

i=1

IX I

log2

(3)

(4)

where IX.I and IXI are the cardinality of the partition class X. and

total input set X respectively. Essentially Hellerman's work function

is a measure of the difficulty of classifying an arbitrary input into

one of the inverse image partition classes. If one notes that the

probabilityofaspecificy.as output given a uniform distribution on
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then

1Xil

prob(yi) = problx6X.} = = P.
1 IX I 1

k

w(f) = -IXI E P.log2Pi = ,IXI H(x)
1=1

(5)

(6)
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Hence, the Hellerman's work function is an entropy measure on the

output ensemble given a uniform input distribution. Again, w(f) is a

quantitative measure. Hellerman applies his measure on implementations

of f as several step procedures (synergisms) and derives an efficiency

measure for comparison of algorithms. Hellerman's representation of

multistep procedures, however, seems awkward for analysis of more com-

plex algorithms, particularly when interrupts and looping are consid-

ered.

The only attempt to relate information theory to more complex

algorithms is some preliminary work by Johnson [J1]. He makes use of

both thermodynamic arguments and Petri graphs to analyze procedures.

Some kind of graph structure for the representation of real-time

algorithms is necessary. Holt and Commoner [C6] in their excellent

paper on Petri-like marked graphs discussed the meaning of information

for a state machine represented by a marked graph. Information content

was simply related to the state of the graph and hence to the proba-

bility of being at a particular node. The net change in information

content when moving from one node X to another node Y is that supplied

or lost during the transition and is given by P(X)/P(Y) where P(X) and

P(Y) are the steady state probabilities of being in nodes X and Y

respectively. Information is defined as the log of the information
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content I and is given by log2 1/P(X). Note that if the steady state

probabilities are uniformly distributed, then for N states P(X) = 1/N

and the information content of state X reduces to log2N, the number of

bits to encode N states.

Neither Johnston's nor Holt and Commoner's formalism seems well

suited to the representation of real-time algorithms. In searching for

a suitable graph structure to represent both time and data dependent

branching effects, the work of both Karp and Miller [K3] on parallel

program schemata and Estrin and Martin [M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M8] on

directed bilogic graphs was considered.

With the parallel program schemata, Karp and Miller have developed

a convenient formalism for the representation of processes. This work

is a modification of the algorithm schemata proposed by Ianov [Y1]

extended to include an interpreted graph model for computations.

Formally, a parallel schema S = (M,A,T) consists of a set of mem-

ory locations M, operations A and a control graph T = (Q,q0,E,T). The

schema is interpreted by specifying an operator C, which defines the

memory contents for each memory location i an initial memory contents

c
o

and for each operation a in A two functions F
a

and Ga. Fa spec-

ifies the actual operational mapping on memory and G1 calculates the

conditional outcome.

In order to analyze the behavior during a computation (represented

by a string over E*), an instantaneous description a = (c,q,p) is de-

fined. At any step in the computation, c specifies memory contents,

q is the control graph state and p is a set of queues which preserve

information for an operation at the time of its initiation.
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A computation is any defined string on the control graph which

exhibits the finite delay property. This property, in essence,

requires operations once defined to be initiated and once initiated

to be terminated, both in finite time. A later paper [D2] shows that

any determinate schemata must have the finite delay property.

Karp and Miller go on to characterize determinate schemata. A

schema is repetition free, if, for a consecutive initiation of the

same operation, the domain of that operation intersects the range of

another operation which occurs between the repetition of the former

operation. This condition must hold for all I-computations on the

schema and essentially requires that any computation which initiates

an operation multiple times must not be redundant. Persistency,

commutativity and permutability are conditions on the allowed I-compu-

tations which require all defined operations to be initiated if a

state is reached where they are defined or not to be initiated if

they are not defined. Losslessness requires the operations to have

a range. Schemata which are repetition free, lossless, persistent,

commutative and permutable can be shown to be non-determinate only if

Bernstein's conditions [B4] are violated. Bernstein's conditions simply

state that the result of two operations depends on the order in which

they are executed. Allowing them to occur in any order or in parallel

leads to an indeterminate result.

Karp and Miller also consider problems of parallelism and intro-

duce several classes of restricted schemata, including flow chart and

counter schemata.

Although the parallel program schemata of Karp and Miller provides



a convenient formalism which can be utilized for the representation

of algorithms, two concepts are missing for real-time systems. First,

the notion of time is vague and secondly, if interrupts are introduced

the finite delay property does not hold.

Estrin and Martin studied the execution time of algorithms using

a special structure, the directed acyclic bilogic (dab) graph. This

graph structure associates probabilities of branching with each node.

Two types of node control are defined; conjunctive which allows paral-

lelism and disjunctive which represents conditional branch nodes. An

algorithm for mean path length is derived which is a function of the

probability of traversing conjunctive subgraphs. Since the computa-

tional aspects of the algorithm are costly, an approximate heuristic

procedure is also given.

Using a procedure developed by Elmagrahy [E2], it can be shown

that any directed computation graph can be transformed to a dab graph.

Hence, Estrin and Martin's path length algorithm can be applied to

real-time program graphs, though the resulting graph, when interrupts

are allowed, is not finite state.

It is worth mentioning that several authors [Cl, C2, D3, HI, K6,

K7] have studied the meaning of information with respect to algorithms.

Both automata theoretic computational complexity and control theoretic

approaches have been taken. These studies have provided insight into

this work but have not proven directly applicable.

Computer Programming Contributions

The art of computer programming can be extended for the study of



computation in real-time.

Real-Time Software

Software requirements for systems designed for real-time data

acquisition and control vary according to the needs of the particular

user, however, they can be categorized in terms of their function

within the system. Real-time software will be one of three forms:

a. Applications software: a program in this category would

generally perform a specific task. Examples in this cate-

gory include solving equations, missile tracking, control-

ling a machine tool, or monitoring a process.

b. Software to aid development of applications software:

this category includes assemblers, higher level language

compilers, interpreters, and debugging tools.

c. Control or system software: the operating system, monitor

or executive programs would comprise this category.

This thesis is essentially concerned with the analysis of appli-

cations software as implemented in a real-time environment. The two

main features that distinguish real-time applications software from

more general applications software are: 1) real-time imposes a time

limit on the completion of a task or to service demands which may not

reoccur, and 2) real-time processes are subject to external as well as

internal interrupts.

Interrupts

There are two distinct classes of interrupts that can be related

to real-time data processing. The class known as traps include all
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those faults, that cause an abnormal exit from the currently executing

process to another process initiated to check the fault. Conditions

that can cause such an interrupt include all those unpredictable

events that are specific to the running process; addressing faults,

illegal instructions, protection violations, arithmetic overflows and

interval time outs. These can be labeled internal interrupts since

are generated by the internal system hardware or software. A typical

response to this kind of interrupt would either be recovery from the

error or termination of the process. External interrupts, those used

for system input or output and peripheral device status, are generated

by external sources or affect an external source. External interrupts

can result from a processor being used to control a number of separate,

but not necessarily mutually exclusive tasks.

In this environment, where the processor accepts responsibility

for both main process control and interrupt process handling, inter-

rupts are the only means to break out of the main processing sequence

of operations. Interrupts are treated as high priority messages to or

from external sources and by this relation to the main processing can

be considered harmful due to their ability to degrade total system

performance.

Identifying the source of the interrupt is typically handled by

either polling, i.e. checking all devices on the interrupt lines to

determine which one caused the interrupt, or by vectoring, i.e. an

interrupting device sends a code word with the interrupt, usually a

start address of the interrupt service routine plus the device

priority. There are variations among machines but most interrupt
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handling techniques fall into these two categories.

Since the probability of multiple interrupts is high there exists

an interrupt scheduler, typically a hardware device, that identifies

and initiates a process according to some queue discipline when an

interrupt occurs. The run time priority of cooperating processes can

be assigned on a static or dynamic basis. The interrupt handler makes

the processor appear to the outside world as a hardware message queue-

ing facility.

The queue discipline used to assign process order can take a

number of forms. The most common is first-in, first-out abbreviated

FIFO. Other common queue disciplines are last-in, first-out or LIFO,

service in random order, SIRO, and priority service, PRI.

Most real-time processes operate under priority service queue

disciplines. Each process is assigned a priority class number say

from 1 to n, where the lower priority class number has higher process

priority, i.e. processes of priority class i are given priority over

processes in priority class j if i < j, and processes with priority

class 1 have highest priority. Processes within the same priority

class are usually serviced in order of arrival (FIFO).

In situations where a process with priority class i interrupts a

process with priority class j and i > j, preemptive or non-preemptive

priority control must he defined. In a preemptive priority queue,

control passes immediately to the higher priority process. In a non-

preemptive queue, the currently executing process retains control

until completion, while the interrupting request waits regardless of

its priority class. Variations of the preemptive priority distinction
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include preemptive-resume, where a lower priority process, whose ser-

vice was interrupted, resumes control at the point of interruption and

preemptive-repeat where the lower priority process is restarted rather

than reentered after the interrupt is serviced.

Structured Modular Design

Real-time software is typically application oriented. It is gen-

erally developed for a specific hardware configuration by a team of

programmers. Design philosophies, even within a small group, vary.

Complex tasks (i.e. processes composed of many sub-processes) can be-

come intellectually manageable only if the overall program structure

is well defined. Despite the lack of literature pertaining to the

design of real-time software we can exploit some design techniques

that have evolved to allow reasonable conjectures about constructing

valid and efficient computer programs.

To reduce program size and complexity to levels of human manage-

ability, approaches have been designed around the concept of modular-

ity. One of the principle techniques, a process of step-wise decomposi-

tion of the problem with simultaneous step-wise refinement of the pro-

gram was developed by Dijkstra [D]. The key to the success of this

method is that by dividing a task into sub-tasks, the correctness or

validity of the overall structure is dependent on the correctness of

the components.

Dijkstras approach to the development of a structured program is

implemented in a top-down manner. The top-down method of program

design uses levels of program refinement. The top level is a descrip-
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problem in some natural language like English. This allows a program-

mer to write a program without losing sight of the eventual goal. lie

is not constrained to a realm of machine dependent constructs and can

express the problem in his own notation. In successive lower levels,

each previous level is refined by division into substructures, concen-

trating on resolving critical points at that level rather than dwelling

on issues that can be put off until lower levels. Dijkstra intended

that refinements take the form of static improvements, those concerned

with the data structure, and dynamic improvements, those concerned with

the algorithm. At each level, the structure should still exhibit a

correct and complete form of the original problem statement. When the

refinement process is complete, each substructure is coded in the

machine dependent target language.

A bottom-up approach is more or less a mirror image of the top-

down method. This approach, though once popular, is not often en-

dorsed for it has several disadvantages: coding lower order procedures

first requires a main structure to be built around them. This early

emphasis on detail often obscures the main objective and is constrained

by machine dependent constructs. The resulting program may have a con-

fusing logical flow which is often difficult to debug, maintain and

modify.

Structured modular design in a top-down manner offers distinct

advantages to the real-time programmer. Complex tasks can be specified

in terms of independent sub-tasks. Debugging a program involves only

verifying separately the behavior of individual sub-tasks. This
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isolates errors to small blocks of code. Independent modular code

provides protection against global side effects from local modifica-

tions or changes. This feature is an aid to program maintenance and

gives the program some flexibility when changes are necessary.

Method of Top-Down Decomposition

To decompose a process into modules there are some structured

programming constructs and input-output relationships we have to look

for. Structured programs exhibit a form characterized by go-to less

structural elements. To say there are no go-to's is a bit of an over-

statement, since at some conceptual level branching backward or fore-

ward is a necessary structural element. The if-then-else construct

(Figure 10b) and the do-while (Figure 10c) are looping structures that

have painfully eliminated the obvious go-to's. These constructs, along

with a sequential one-step construct (Figure 10a) make up forms from

which complex processes are composed.

Real-Time Process Description

The traditional flow chart is a simple but useful construct that is

used to describe a process or an algorithm. This would typically out-

line the logic of the process in machine independent terms. Therefore,

a process can be viewed, at a conceptual level, as a sequence of struc-

tural operations whose logical flow can be represented by some kind of

flow diagram. We impose the following constraints to the class of pro-

cesses we wish to analyze:

a. There should be no recursive flow,
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b. no dynamically modified code that will change the flow

structure, and

c. all successor operations of each process operation must be

known or be deducible.

In order to maintain enough generality to discuss processes that

have not been written in a particular programming language we use the

concept of uninterpreted operations as the basic units of a programming

structure. Operations can be broadly classed as conditional, using

some criterion to select the next sequential instruction from two alter-

natives, or unconditional, implementing a sequential function and pass-

ing control to the next operation. A conditional instruction has a

branch successor that is enabled when a condition is met, and a fall

through successor that is enabled when the condition is not met. Not

interpreting operations allows the model flexibility in its ability to

describe a large class of operations one might encounter, from micro

instructions to high level language functions.

Any sequence of legal operations, that is structurally well defined

can be considered a process. Figure 4 represents a sample structured

process in flow chart form and Table 1 represents the same process in

tabular form. Each representation of the process shows the spatial

relationships between each operation and its successor.

An analytic and descriptive formula description of the process,

that retains the branching and looping substructure characteristics,

can be generated as a regular expression of operations. The operator

* (iterate) over an operation or a closed set of operations implies that

the operation or operation set is to be executed zero or more times. It
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is not uncommon to specify an integer n rather than * to indicate a.

fixed number of iterations.

The process described by Figure 4 is equivalent to the formula:

P = al[a2a3a4a5a6(a71-a9a10)a8]*a2a3
(7)

This description provides both a path-wise and a module-wise

description of a structured process. Branching and looping substruc-

tures are obvious by inspection of Equation 7. The operator + and

implicit are defined as logical union and disjunction respectively.

To further simplify the representation, the operations can be sym-

bolized in terms of the groupings defined previously corresponding to

fall through and branch successor relationships. A conditional opera-

tion a_ with its branch successor a
j

and fall through successor a
k
will

be reducedbyreplacingaijyaldwitha.+a!,wherea.is the fall

through operation and a!, the branch operation. This replacement will

yield in the regular expression notation as:

P = al[a2a3a4(as+aa,)a
7
]*a a'

6 2 3 (8)

with the flow graph representation in Figure S. Note that in the flow

graph, the primed operation is implicit and occurs when the branch suc-

cessor option is enabled.

Sub-paths in the graph can be determined by inspection of the

regular expression formula, with the added feature, that specifies fixed

or indefinite looping substructures, the * operator. With these fea-

tures a regular expression descriptor of a process provides at least two

levels of analysis. An a posteriori path analysis of any structured
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process can he made, this can yield path length estimates, useful to

determine execution time of a sequence of operations, and a structural

analysis can identify modules within a complex process and exhibit

relationships and dependencies between modules.

Complex Real-Time Processes

Structured real-time processes can be decomposed into modules by

the scheme outlined in the preceding section. Computations performed,

corresponding to the process, are concatenations of two forms of program

modules; one-step and iterative. All processes can be constructed from

these forms. A one-step process is one which reaches a terminal state

in a known amount of time, excluding the time used to handle interrupts.

A process of this class may not necessarily consist of one operation but

at higher level .of top-down decomposition can be represented as a one

input, one output structured module with a constant execution time. A

one-step process can be viewed mathematically as a mapping on the memory

from the memory contents just prior to the initiation of the process to

the memory contents at the logical completion of the process via the

functional operations of the process.

In contrast to the one-step process, the iterative process,

although viewed as a mathematical mapping with domain and range require-

ments, may not terminate in a fixed time interval. However, the process

may reach a logical point, in time, where the domain may be sampled for

an intermediate result. Further iterations of the process may or may

not refine the answer and the logical termination of the process is sub-

ject to the imposition of a stopping criteria. The invocation of this
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criteria is rather arbitrary. It may or may not he mapping dependent,

i.e. it may be a qualitative, or quantitative comparison of the process

domain with the mathematically ideal range, or the process may terminate

in a fixed time interval or after a number of iterations is fixed. This

process type is analogous to using an iterative discrete function to

approximate a continuous function.

Processes in the one-step class are relatively simple to analyze.

Execution times, related to paths through the process, are well defined.

Coupled with the execution time of a process is the reliability of the

information a process produces. Deviation from the ideal output consti-

tutes an information loss, it may be due to: 1) quantization loss from

a continuous input space to a discrete space, 2) roundoff or truncation

of data words due to word length, 3) a computation becoming input, out-

put or compute bound and, 4) premature termination of a process to sat-

isfy a time constraint.

Processes in the iterative class are somewhat more complex. Let

us view a process as a means of implementing a mathematical function,

(Figure 12) whose domain and range in the real world are continuous

spaces. The function is implemented on discrete data with a discrete

process, which is only an approximation to the continuous function.

Thus the reliability of the process is dependent on two factors, the

method of approximation (i.e. the goodness of the algorithm) and the

time of convergence of the algorithm to an acceptable approximation.

This convergence in a one-step process is fixed by the execution time,

while in the iterative case it can be a function of the qualitative

criteria and varies according to the parameters of the process or any
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other imposed stopping criteria.

Topological Considerations

An appropriate mathematical topology to study real-time process

maps has not been developed. There are immediate measure theoretic

problems. The foundation of a topology is based on a continuous func-

tion f that is one-to-one on a problem space S such that the function

f
-1

exists. This map is not one-to-one in a finite memory model with

fixed size word length, but many-to-one. To sample the problem space

one cannot make an arbitrary choice of a sampling interval. Each point,

i.e. each memory element, is an isolated point and has no immediate

neighborhood. Measures on computed numbers, for operations as simple

as addition, could not be defined due to closure violations, e.g. addi-

tion of two 16 bit numbers can yield a number not representable in 16

bits.

In order to develop a useful model for a real-time system some

intuitive notion of the system configuration is necessary. One can take

a very general approach and represent the system as an information pro-

cessing device communicating with the real world via transducers as

shown in Figure 13.

The model of Figure 14 represents the mathematical behavior of a

real-time system with respect to algorithm behavior. Each sub-system is

represented by a mapping from one mathematical space into another.

Elements of a continuous (input) space are mapped under the composition

of two functions, fl which discretizes the information and f2 which

encodes the information, into a portion of a discrete space. This dis-
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crete space represents the computer memory. An algorithm is then per-

formed, which could be a single step or multistep iterative or recursive

procedure. The algorithm can be represented as a single or series of

one-to-one and onto mappings of the discrete memory space back into it-

self. Finally the processed information is returned and represented by

the compositional mapping fkfk+1 which takes elements of the memory

space into the continuous output space. One advantage of such a model

is that it can be compared with the ideal mathematical function being

implemented by the digital sub-system (Figure 12).

To develop the schemata proposed here for the representation of

real-time, on-line implementations of algorithms somewhat more detail is

provided. The configuration shown in Figure 15 is similar to that of

Figure 14, however two bus structures are provided to represent communi-

cation with the outside world. Many computers used in real-time appli-

cations are bus oriented and it is convenient to provide this feature in

the proposed model.
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REAL-TIME SCHEMATA

In this section the Real-Time Schemata are defined as structured

hierachical graph models of a real-time process. The basic structure of

the model was first proposed in [A2] and [A3] and the description here

includes modifications necessary to analyze larger and more complex pro-

cesses.

The Basic Model

Ianov [Y1] proposed a general schemata model which provides ade-

quate analysis of computations where simple sequential control is assum-

ed. Ianov's schemata formulation was modified by R. M. Karp and R. E.

Miller [K3] to include parallel computations. Both of these schemata

do not model the random interrupt in a computational sequence and avoid

representing the time element in a computation. The Real-Time Schemata

provides both these features.

Definition 1. A real-time computation schema is a triple S=(M,O,T)

where:

i) M is a finite set of named memory locations {m0,m1...mn}.

Mathematically, the computer memory M is viewed as a discrete

problem space, partitioned into three distinct but not neces-

sarily mutually exclusive areas Tb the input buffer space, C

the processing space and Ob the output buffer space. III is

connected to the real-world by ib the input bus and similarly

0
b

is connected to o
b

the output bus.

ii) SZ is a finite set of elementary operations (mappings)
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fal,a2.aid.Associatedwitheadia.cU are:

a) Da. C M, the domain locations;
1

h) R.1. C M, the range locations;

c) -y.04, a condition flip-flop used to determine whether the

jump successor operation a!(y.=0), or the fall through

successor a.(y.=1) should be enabled.

iii) T is the control graph and T = {Q,q0,q,,QT,E,p,6) where:

a) Q is a finite set of states
{q0,q,...qk,q,};

b) qocQ is the unique initial state;

c) q1 is the interrupt state;

d) QTCQ is a set of acceptor states;

e) E is an alphabet corresponding to the allowed set of

operations, E = to. = aila12...aik laia0;

f) -p is a LIFO stack;

g) 6 is a partial transition function 6:QxpxE4-Qxp.

The sequence of allowed operations, corresponding to a computation in

real-time, is enforced by the control graph T. The nodes in the graph

represent the state of the system's memory and transitions from one

state to the next in discrete time by the directed edges between nodes.

Construction of the Real-Time Schemata control graph for a given

process is based on a program graph, similar to a flow chart, that rep-

resents the algorithmic part of the computation. The process allows

interrupts at any node which are themselves processes. Multiple inter-

rupts will be given priority by some preset queue discipline. Interrupt

jumps and returns are handled in the interrupt state qi. The control

.graph for an interrupt driven process would not necessarily be finite
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state without use of an interrupt queue.

Figure 1 illustrates the interrupt state for a system with two

interrupt processes. Since in general, the actual interrupt jump and

return are handled by hardware, the transition to and from the interrupt

state from any interrupted state qi other than qI is shown by a dotted

bi-directional arc and has no labeled software operation. Once in the

interrupt state the appropriate interrupt process is determined by poll-

ing, or any other means of identifying the interrupt and if the inter-

rupt process can be enabled, the interrupted state is pushed onto a

return state stack p and the interrupt process is then initiated. When

complete, a transition is made to the interrupt state where the return

state is popped from the stack p and control resumes at that state.

Example 1. Consider a simple real-time process corresponding to

an interrupt driven, one-step table lookup procedure. The system has

one input (ib) and one output channel (ob), and a small memory M =

11110'm1m101.
Figure 2 shows a program graph for Example 1 which does

not employ the LIFO stack. Instead, it uses a last request priority

where an interrupt may interrupt another. However, once a request is

initiated by an interrupting process on a specified I/O channel, all

further requests to that channel will be disabled until the original

request is satisfied. Note that even for this simple one-step example

a program graph becomes quite complex when nested levels of interrupts

are considered. The graph allows the possibility of a countably infi-

nite number of interrupts to occur. A situation where this is possible

is when a computation becomes I/O bound. Hence the real-time program

graph representing the total process behavior is not finite state.
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To simplify the graph model the process can he modularized in a

manner that divides the graph into two identifiable subgraphs, an

algorithmic process and the remaining interrupt processes. Figure 3

illustrates this simplification for the table lookup example. This

structure is equivalent to the structure in Figure 2 if each node is

augmented by the interrupt subgraph.

More generally, any real-time process can be represented in a modu-

lar fashion, by identifying independent sub-processes in both the algo-

rithmic and interrupt process subgraphs. More generally, any real-time

process can be represented by a main control subgraph and one or more

interrupt subgraphs.
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A TIME DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS BEHAVIOR

A Partition On The Operation Set

In order to develop a description of the time behavior of a pro-

cess, it is useful to classify the operation set.

Definition 3. The operation set S2 is partitioned in six distinct

classes, Q = (A,B,F,A,E,Z), where:

i) A = {a.E5211
b
ED

a ' 1
y.=1} is the set of input operations,

1

ii) B = {a.EQlo
b
ER

a
,y. =1} is the set of output operations,

. 1
1

iii) F = faiES2lyiEf0,111 is the set of conditional jump or branch

operations. If yi=1, the fall through condition is met and

operation ai is enabled. Otherwise, yi=0, the branch condi-

tion is met and operation a! is enabled.
1

iv) A = {aicS2lib ,obIRa y.=1} is the set of data transforma-
,

1 1

tion operations, including arithmetic, logic, move and modify

operations.

v) E = faid-216(qi,u,ai)=(gkcyp),yi=11 is the set of interrupt

and subroutine jump operations
1

,

vi)Z={a.egly.c{0,1}} is the set of conditional interrupt

return operations if yi=1, the partial transition function

cS( qj
1

,u,a.)=(q
k'

tu) determines the next enabled operation via

thefallthroughoperationa.,otherwisey.=0 and the branch

operation a!
1
causes a system reset to state q

0
.

1

Processes in a modular structure may depend on other processes or

external input for their initiation. This may take the form of a flag

1
The notation qi4-11,1 1i1,=qicut represent "pushing" qi on stack and
"popping" stack- u respectively where qk is the top element of p.
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system that will not allow a process to continue until certain input

conditions are satisfied. To symbolize this condition on the schema

graph we use a double arrow leading into the node where such a condition

is set (Figure 11a). A criteria we have set which will determine when

a process yields useful information is the reaching of an acceptor state

of the process. This event usually signals the availability of an out-

put and will be symbolized on the schema graph with a double arrow

leading out of a node (Figure 11b).

Interpretation of a Schema

In order to assign "meaning" to the evaluation of a calculation

within a particular schema, a precise interpretation must be specified.

The idea of an interpreted schema is similar to that of Karp and Miller

[K3] with the addition of the notion of time.

Definition 2. An interpretation I of schema S with respect to time

is specified by:

i) An initial time to, and discrete ordered, but not necessarily

uniform time steps ti,...tk,...

ii) A function C which associates with each element m.cM, a set

C(11.), the possible contents of m.. The notation [m.(t.)]
1.

representsaspecificcontenteflocationnL1 at time tj,

[111.(t.)]C(m.)and [M(t.)] the total contents of memory at
1 1

\/
time t., [M(t.)le /,C(m.)

MiEM

iii) An initial contents of memory [M(t )]

iv )Foreacha.EQ
1

a) the time to execute operation ai,T(ai)



b) a function

v) A function G:

, A C(m.) ->- X C(m )
I i

a
i m.ED . m.cR

J a. j a.1V 1

C(mi) -4- A C(yi)
m.0,1 Y.04
1 i
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ThefunctionFa.determinestheotacenieofanoperationa.,i.e. it
1

1

stores the result in the range specified. Upon completion of an opera-

tion, the function G performs a test on the associated condition flip-

flop yi to determine whether the jump successor or fall through succes-

sor operation is enabled next.

Table 1 gives an interpretation of operations for Example 1. The

condition flip-flops are set as follows: yi=1 iff [m0]=0, otherwise

12=0 and y2-y3-y4-ys-y6-y7-y8-1. The set of acceptor states {QT} ={q1}.

The interrupt priority is defined as last request, however an interrupt

may not interrupt itself. For example, the operation specified by

6(qi,p,a3) is not enabled whenever the top element of the return state

queue, pl, is q2 or q3 and similarly S(qi,p,a6) is not enabled if ul is

q4
or

q5.

This is a simple example, however, it is representative of any

multistep algorithm with calculates a specific output or outputs from

a single or block input without producing partial results.

Complex Processes

In many real-time applications complex algorithms, realized on

the computer sub-systems which may consist of many component algorithms.

The previous example given had only one component, yet the schemata as

defined has the capacity to model processes of much greater complexity.

The basic schema graph can be partitioned into several subgraphs
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p
o'

P
1

,...P P
it

P
12'

...PT
n
where P

o
, P ...P are structured process

1

modules of the main process algorithm and P
To'

P ..P
In

are similar

constructs based on the interrupt processes. The ordering of partitions

in the interrupt substructure can be defined according to the interrupt

priorities assigned to a specific interrupt module.

An alternate description of a structured modular process could be

based on process flow, in terms of sequential ordering of processes

according to some control structure and priority of processes.

Definition: A structured process P is a quadruple (q,P,QT,7)

where:

i) q is the initial information state of the process, this can

be the contents of memory;

ii) P is a regular expression of operations that describes all

sequences of operations allowed in the process;

iii) Q
T

is the state or set of states in which the process termi-

nates;

iv) IT is the process priority.

We specify that a simple structured process begins in an initial

state qo and each subsequent state, in time, is a function of an enabled

operation at that time and the present state of the system. If the pro-

cess terminates, there exists a final state where no further operations

are enabled, otherwise there are no terminal states.

A structured complex process is defined in an analogous manner.

Decomposition of a complex task into structured modules was discussed in

an earlier section of this paper. To allow dependent modules we struc-

ture the independent parts such that the final state of one process is
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the initial state of another. An interrupt process, which has a dynamic

rather than fixed initial state, can be viewed in a similar fashion,

i.e. an interrupt process begins in the state from which it was inter-

rupted.

Example 2. Figure 6 is a flow chart description of a typical

radar tracking algorithm that might be part of some real-time computer

application.

A structured modular decomposition of the process in a top-down

manner might yield a process flow as in Figure 7. Each sub-process

yields a schema diagram (Figure 8) with an interpretation of operations

in Table 3. A regular language descriptor of the process of Figure 7

is:

P [P0P1P2P3(P1P2P3)*P4((P1P2P3)*P4)*P5"1P2P3)*P4)*P5)*

P6P1P2P3P4P5 (P
1
P
2
P
3
P
4
P
5
)1 (9)

Each structured process module is described by the previously defined

convention P = (q,P,QT0T) in Table 4.

An interpretation of operations is given for this example in

Table 3. In contrast to the previous example, where a specific range

and domain was specified for each operation (Table 2), there are no

entries. At this level of conceptualization, machine dependency has

not been encountered. The process can be interpreted in such a manner

if the top-down decomposition had continued to deeper levels. At this

level, however, the process structure is apparent and input-output

relations are known.
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An Instantaneous Description

Once the distinction between operation classes has been introduced,

some way of representing the instantaneous system behavior with respect

to a specific string of operations must be developed. The concept of an

instantaneous description similar to that used by Karp and Miller [K3]

seems appropriate.

Definition 4. An initial instantaneous description is a quadruple

0(t0)=(q0,W0)),[M(t0),p] where q0 is the initial state, W0)=

{a.al (S(q
0
,p,a.) is defined for y.c{0,1} is the initially enabled opera-

tions. [M(to)] is the initial memory contents and p=q) is the initial

LIFO stack state.

For a specific sequence xEE*, x=ailai2...aik, the time to execute

allysubseclueliceanai2aiiis given by
tj=t0-1-

F.

1-(a. Lik
k=1

An instantaneous description at time t. during the execution of sequence

xisgivenbyaquadruplee(t.)
j

,p1 where:

i) q9 is the present state;

ii) W.) is the set of enabled operations;

iii) [M(t.)] is the memory contents;

iv) p is the LIFO stack state.

The instantaneous description O(t.) can be defined recursively.

Definition S. Given a sequence xeX*, x=ailai2...aik and the

instantaneous description after execution of aiiLik, 0(t.J ) =

fq9,01)(ti),N(t0,111, a consecutive description 0(tj4.1)=0(ti+t(aij+1))=

{q',11)(tj+1 ),[m(t
j+1 ij+1

)]oi} is defined iff 6(q ,p,a ) is defined.

If so,
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ii) [M(ti+1)] = 1a.[M(t))];
i

1

iii) 114ti...1) = {a.EQWW,p,a.) is defined. Operations in gt )

j+1

are enabled by the condition flip-flops set by

[(Y1'12" n
y )1 = GUM(ti+01)1.
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PROPERTIES OF THE SCHEMATA

Some Properties of Processes

A real-time computation corresponds to a well defined sequence of

operations, that begins in the initial state and either iterates through

or terminates in some designated acceptor state. An acceptor state in

the graph model, represents a logical point in the computation where the

calculation on input information is in an acceptable condition for out-

put. This may correspond to a terminal state in a fixed length algo-

rithm or an appropriate sample state in an iterative algorithm. Accept-

ability is a function of the "useful information" calculated in a pro-

cess.

Definition 6. A string (YEE* is a well defined sequence of opera-

tions (w.d.s.) for a schema S is all prefixes 13 of o, 6(q0,p,8) is de-

fined on S, where p(t0)=0.

If k(a) is the length of the string o (e.g. if a=ailai2...aik,

R(6) =k) then the following may be stated.

Definition 7. The set of k-length well defined sequences for a

schema S is a finite set E
k
={06E*Ik(c)=k and, o is well defined }.

Definition 8. Let a.=a. ...a. be a k-length sequence in E
k

for a

schema S. The ordered set of states qi=q0,qi1...qik, of length k+1 is

the q-set associated with the computation a.
,

where q
0

is the initial

stateandfori<j(q..,11).and
1 lj

Definition K

under schema S if {qi}, the associated q-set, contains at least one

element qi_EQT, the set of acceptor states.
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The q-set concept is essential for the analysis of useful informa-

tion production by a computation. For any sequence of operations, an

associated q-set may be generated. An a posteriori analysis of this

q-set with reference to the occurrences of acceptor states reflects the

"useful information" generated by the process.

In the example of Figure 3,
60=a1a3a4a5aia6a7a8 is a well defined

sequence. The associated q-set is {q0}=fv0q2q3q0q004q001 and a

useful calculation is performed when state ql is reached.

Earlier definitions introduce the concept of length bounded strings.

In order to develop a notion of time hounded strings and information

production rates, the following are defined.

Definition 10. The set of well defined sequences bounded by time t

is defined E
t
={(50JE IT(o)<0.

It is well known that both E
k

and E
t

form a language of regular

expressions.

Definition 11. A trace on E
t

is a set of q-sets T
t
=ffq.lia.eE

Definition 12. An incremental trace over time interval

T-={{.011q.1-0",..^{q,v}Eywhere{c1,0 is a q-set which consistst,T 1 L-T 1

of the ordered set {q.} followed by the ordered set of states {v }.

Examination of the elements of T
t

- will indicate generation of
T

useful information during the time interval (t-T,t). As was suggested

above, useful information depends on the occurrence of acceptor state

in a particular {v). Mere occurrence of an acceptor state does not in

itself guarantee the generation of useful information, but serves to

indicate that information was calculated.
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Information Flow in a Schemata

The q-set and incremental trace concepts provide a means for deter-

mining when a calculation has occurred for a given w.d.s. a. Since the

definition of real-time implies non-reproducible inputs, some way of

gauging whether input data is utilized completely or lost is necessary.

Given a time t, a schema S and a set of time bounded w.d.s. Et, a

set of strings cat is said to be input-preserving if the information

input, as represented by a particular string, is available for all oper-

ations for which it is intended. This "definition" is purposely vague,

for it depends completely on the algorithm and the environment where

input information is utilized. Obviously, a string which includes two

successive input operations with the same range locations is not input

preserving unless the input information is not needed for any operation.

The presence or. absence of a "useful" calculation, as defined by the

occurrence of acceptor states within the q-set for a string or incre-

mental trace for the time interval between two inputs in a string, does

not guarantee that input is or is not preserved. However, by examining

the input-output relationship between operations some sufficient condi-

tions for strings to be input preserving can be derived. For Example 1,

a stringa=a1 a3 a4 a5
1

a'a2 a
1
is input preserving where

a =a1 a3 a4 a5 a3 a4 a5
1

a'a2 a
1

is not.

Definition 13. A kxk dependency matrix at time t for a schema S

with operation set 0={ai,a2,...,ak} is At= [Atij]i=1,...,k where kij=1 iff

i) Ran Da./0; j=1,...,k

i j

ii) There exists a acE
t

such that for x,y,zcE*:

1. a=xa.ya.j z and;
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2. For all y'eE*, ama such that y'am is a prefix of y;

R n R
a.
nD

a.
=0.

a
m 1 J

Hence,anoperationa.is said to depend on a. if a. possibly pro-

duces informationusedbya.andforsomew.d.s.o,a.does not use that

information. From well known graph theoretic techniques [R1] the set of

operations dependent on a particular operation a. over time t, D at can
I

be determined since A
t
is a restricted incidence matrix for the graph

(Q
1 j I

,H
t
) where H

t
(a.)=a. iff X.

t

a
. 1. D

t
---{a.j al there is a path from a.

. 1
1

to a.
3

in (Q,H
t
)}.

An operation ait FUEUZ is trivial (processes no information) if

D =0.
a.
1

Remark: Sufficient conditions for ceE
t

to be input preserving are:

For all xe.E*, a.eA, such that xa. is a prefix of o, a. nontrivial.

i) There exists a yeE*,
acDt

such that xa.ya. is a prefix of
J1

and 6(q
0'

0,xa.ya.)eQ, and

ii)Forally'EE*suchthateithero=xa.y' or xa.1 y'a
k'

a
k
cA is a

prefix of o and for which there is no y" for which y"at is a

prefix of y', azeA, R
a

C R
a

, there exists no zcE*, a
m
ED

a.
for.

1 Q 1
which cS(q0,0,xaiy'zam)EQT.

The condition requires that at least one useful calculation on each

nontrivial input be performed and furthermore that all defined calcula-

tions are preformed by the end of the sequence or prior to any other

input which writes on the same range memory locations.

The other vital concern in a real-time system is that output infor-

mation is available, when needed, to implement positive control.

Information flow is said to occur for some GeE
t
c=a. a. ..a. under

11 12' ik
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schema S, if the information input by some nontrivial operation (ai.j .eA)

is processed, either partially or completely (a. eD t>j, d(q
0'

0,a.

...a. )eQ
T

) and is output (a
km

R
a
(-0) /0).it
. a.
it im

An exact definition of information flow is difficult to state in

general, since much depends on the input and output interrupt rates, the

algorithm and other factors. However, occurrence of information flow

can be related back to the incremental trace concept.

Remark: A sequence ca
t

, o=ailai2...ak, represents information

flowonlyifaftersometimet.,a..eB and for some time tz, aikeA,ij

, where v is incremental trace on o, and {v()QT}/0.t t
j'

eT
t. t.-t
J' J t

Input preserving sequences, as loosely defined above, are sequences

for which input information is completely processed as defined by the

algorithm represented by the schema. Sequences which represent maximum

information flow would necessarily be input preserving. The output

sequences within these sequences must occur at appropriate intervals

such that the processed information is output.

Example 3. Consider F(t,T) =Prob {{v}, R(v)1 where {v} is an element

of T for some t and T and R(v) is a rule for determining when usefulLT

information flow occurs. The probability distribution F(t,-i) charac-

terizes the useful information produced in the interval (t-T,t).

For the example of Figure 3, a possible rule R would require t to

be the time of an input interrupt and T the time elapsed since the last

prior input interrupt. The decision would then be based on whether v

contains an acceptor state. The probability distribution F(t,T) for

this rule, assuming T(ai)=T0 for all ai, is given by Figure 16.
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IMPLICATIONS

Analysis of Processed Information

The proposed model of a real-time process yields a structured

hierarchy of cooperating processes with convenient formalisms to analyze

information production behavior.

The physical system is modeled as a mathematical mapping of infor-

mation via the digital processing and system. The memory space M and

the operation set Q are partitioned with respect to this map. M is

divided into an input buffer space II), computation space C and output

buffer space Oh. The size of these sub-spaces at a particular time

instant is indicative of system loading such as I/O or computation bound

processing states. The operation partitioning is convenient for deter-

mining system behavior.

Several concepts are developed which relate to the information

content, flow and processing represented by an operation string. These

include: q-set, incremental trace, length and time bounded sets of

operation strings, input preserving strings, "useful" calculations and

information flow. A schema specifies a set of states where intermediate

or final results are produced, the acceptor states. The q-set and

incremental trace features provide a means for determining the inclusion

of such states in schema behavior over time for a particular operation

sequence. The characterization of strings as elements of length and

time bounded and input preserving sets enables analysis of the proba-

bility of achieving predicted performance. The occurrence of "useful"

calculations and/or information flow for specific sequences is also
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indicative of algorithm performance with given I/O demand.

If attention is limited to systems with on-line, real-time mini-

computer/microprocessor sub-systems, the term "information" can he

applied both to qualitative and quantitative aspects. In any such

system, there is an identifiable data flow. Data is acquired by the

digital sub-system in several states involving sampling, A/D conversion,

encoding transmission and storage. A rate of information flow can be

derived which depends on the sampling rate, the I/O channel bandwidth,

the memory cycle time and the cpu cycle time. Qualitatively, the infor-

mation acquired is subject to error due to the sampling and encoding

processes, and the internal word length/character size.

In a similar fashion, information processing can be quantified by

considering cpu cycle time, memory fetch time, average instruction

execution time, the complexity of the algorithm, etc. Sources of error

include round-off, truncation, lack of precision, arithmetic limita-

tions, algorithm accuracy, and others. Of course, data returned to the

system or the user can be analyzed in the same way.

Such representations as suggested above can be made as simple or

as complex, as meaningful or as meaningless as desired. Although the

points raised are valid and demand consideration, they are not specific

to the approach to be taken in this research. Real-time implies that

an immediate, dynamic response is expected of the digital system to its

environment. Of course, this is impossible. The ideal system, repre-

sented by Figure 12, provides an instantaneous complete mathematical

mapping (reaction) from one continuous space to another. In reality,

time must be allowed to acquire, process and return the data
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Qualitatively, the information that is returned to the system or

user is of most interest. The ideal system would react immediately

(produce an element of the output space) to each environmental change

(input space) in the manner specified by the system designer (the mathe-

matical map). Although the selection of the map is of extreme impor-

tance, it is not central to this study except, perhaps, through develop-

ment of a method for comparing the effectiveness of choices made.

Assuming a specified ideal, the areas of concern are the choice of a

discrete algorithm to perform this function, the acquisition of data to

be processed and the return of processed information within the con-

straints of real-time and system capability.

Information Networks

The "state of the art" in computer design changes quickly in this

era of LSI and MOS technology, and a trend can be forecast for the

decreasing use of large general purpose computers and the increased use

of distributed multi, micro or mini processors in network configurations

where each processing element in the system is responsible for one or

more specific tasks.

The Real-Time Schemata can represent any hierarchy of structured

processes and identifies independent sub-processes. These processes may

be analyzed in a sequential implementation, under simple parallel pro-

cessing or in a multiprocessing environment with interprocess communi-

cation provided through the interrupt structure. Shared resource multi-

processing can be represented provided adequate safeguards for memory

protection, deadlocks and mutual exclusion are implemented.
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The inherent modularity of the process representation enables any

software-firmware structure to be mapped to a variety of physical pro-

cessor hardware configurations. These include single processors, multi-

processor networks with both central and distributed control and redun-

dant, reconfigurable multiprocessor systems. Both independent and

shared I/O processing can be analyzed.

For a specific software-firmware structure, the model along with

the parameters of a given hardware implementation will allow performance

characteristics to be studied. Since one particular process structure

can be analyzed as 'implemented with different processor configurations,

a notion of the class of possible failure tolerant redundant configura-

tions which provide a minimum level of performance might be derived.

With all systems operational the modular software structure

(schemata) would suggest a number of task assignment maps onto the hard-

ware configuration; with a "best" map obtainable given a specific per-

formance criterion.

In the event of one or more processor (other sub-system) failures

the modular software structure now presents the possibility of selecting

an alternate map (reassignment of task allocation on the hardware) to

keep the overall system operational, with minimum loss in performance.
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OP Type
Successor

Fall Through Branch

a
1

a
2

a
3

a
4

a
5

a
6

a
7

a
8

a
9

a
10

unconditional
unconditional
conditional

unconditional
unconditional
conditional
unconditional
unconditional
unconditional
unconditional

a
2

a
3

a
4

a5

a6

a
7

a
8

a
2

a10
aa8

exit

a
9

Table 1. Operation Table

OP Class
D

a .
R
a
i

Condition, Action
y=1 y=0

a
1

a
2

a
3

a
4

a
5

a
6

a7

a
8

r
E

A

Z

E

B

Z

, .

m0 m2' . m9

i
b

p

m
1

p

,ml m0

p

m
0

P

o
b

[in
o
]=0, [m ]/O,m[m

0 0]÷m 1
O- -m0

unc,

, +11

'
[ib ]'m 0

, tp

, 41
,

ml.-+°b
, tp

Table 2. Interpretation of Operations (Ex. 1)
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OP Class
D
Da.

i
.Ra.

Action
y=1 y=0

a
0

a
1

a
?

a3

a
4

a5

a
6

a
8

a
9

a
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all

a

a
12

a
13

14
a
15

A

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

A

A

E

A
Z

B

A

init. memory
scan data avail.
scan complete
target in range
enemy
enemy in range
missile fired
update traj.

update
launch
interrupt, -111

input scan data

return, to
output m.-control
input m. status

not avail.
not complete
not

friend
not

not
no

reset return

Table 3. Interpretation of Operations (Ex. 2)

Process
Init.

State
Regular Expression

Description
Terminal

St. Priority
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0
)

ql 70
P
1

q1 (a-*a
1 1

)
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2 (12 2

(a'*a
2
) q3
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P3 q3 (a
3 3
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1
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4
7
3

P4 q4 a
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+a' g1 '14

5
7
4
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5
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8
a
9
)) q

1
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) q
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7
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)(a
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a
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a
13 qI
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P
12 qI
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a
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a
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) q
I

7
8

P
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ci a a (a +a )
1 11 15 13 13

q
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Table 4. Process Description (Ex. 2)


